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De<o1r !llr. Cooper:
We have reviwwed vour draft report.
Cr.iteria" and find that the report.

"Transuranic Waste Het.r1.oval.
in it.3 present form. has ~~ry

little substance.
The title ef the i..-~port suggests that i t would proviue the t'easons •
..: :.~ rnechanism and t.he schedul.e (why. how and when) of the d8ci::;ion -r.o
l.''-"',. r ieve. as wel.l as a discu.ssion of the r~ trieval proce:;:,; ;)n-..i
an t..Lc:ipatcd d.if f .i..cul ties in its implt<nienl.a r.ion.
Instead of providing
sµ .·cit ic er i ter ia and deci.~ion miles tonos. the rnport con~; i.:.~t3 l;;_i::-~f~ly
of vague and r~dundant statement~~.
'.ie o[fer t:he following ·..:nf~gest.ions
for improvement.
The Decision to Retrieve:
The main reason for retrieval wiil be a
flaw in the long-term isolation capability of the site and t.his will
he best determined through checking the characteristics· of the site to
"atisry the EPA (40 CFR 191) criteria.
These criteria are specific
and quantitative and therefore the sta~ement on page 4 that "the
retrieval criteria are generally qualitative" is wrong.
Since the DOE
J1as already initiated a Performance Assessment program ~o cnack the
si L.e · s compliance •·•1th t.he E?A z t..'.!.:n,jards. the ret.r ieval decision
should be primarily tiad to these standards.
Gratuitau3 co~aantu such
as. " •••• c.he potential fer r.etrieval cf the wast.•..; for public health
i1nd safety considerations is considered extremely remote~ (p. 4) are
u11~ecessary and prejudge the outcome of the Perfo~mance Assessment.

Tne geotechnical ~tudies currently under progre~s will provide
important input Lo the EPA compliance determina~iun.
The3e include
c:.he studies t.o bet i:.er charactt~rize t.h~~ Rus t.l.er r·ormaLion hydrolo~ y.
~J:e Castile brines und Lhe Salado fluids.
Determination of long-term
suitability of the sica will depend 1ipon the rasuits of these studl~s.
rather than "the continuity. thickness. lithology. gtratigraphy. and
structure of the facility horizon strnta" as stated on p. 6 of the

Prov1d1ng en independent analysis for the New Mexico Health anc
of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). a federal m
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subject report.
Further. i t is not sufficient that geo-hydrologic
characteristics be "reasonably consistent" with the previously
established data base (sec. 5.1). What is required is the compliance
with the EPA standards. using most up-to-date information.

simpiy noc "decrea3e"

d~r~ng

a

five-y0~=

~3~~~ev~~

of wnat the initiai level of confidence is.
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In the storage rooms.

the

main phenomenon to watch is the creep of the salt and the resulting

pressures on the waste containers.
In addition. a quantitative limit
should be specified for acceptable/unacceptable explosive gas mixtures
and pressures.
Retrieval Plans: ·The plans described in sec. 6.10 of the WIPP Final
Environmental Impact Statement are very sketchy.
Deta,i_!~d __pj..an~
should include an assessment of room conditions. type and number of
vehicles and equipment. detection and handling of damaged containers.
ventilation systems. underground and surface operations. interim
storage and final disposition of the retrieved waste. The report
should ~~glude these detailed_pl~ns.
Schedule:
We do not see the 5-year period as an absolute time frame
after which the retrieval will not be considered regardless of
conditions or factors which may then prevail. The retrieval option
should certainly be maintained until the necessary data ·and analyses
on 40 CFR 191 performance assessment have been completed and a foolproof plugging and sealing capability has been demonstrated.
The document makes the following statement on p. 2:
"In accordance
with consultation and cooperation procedures set forth in the C ~ C
Agreement. the State of New Mexico will conduct an independent review
of the public health and safety aspects of the retrieval criteria. as
well as several other future documents related to the retrievability
decision." Only one date seems to have been set:
a decision on
retrievability wi11 be made in 1.993.
If the State is to perform a
meaningful independent review. then the document describing the waste
retrieval criteria should also be accompanied by some kind of PERT
chart which allows the planning of an independent review.
The following statement is made on page 4:
"In the unlikely event
that retrieval of the waste becomes necessary. detailed retrieval
plans will be developed." This statement suggests that detailed
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retrieval plans will not be made before 1993. if at all.
We doubt
that retrieval is feasible if plans are not drawn up before 1993.

retr~ave~

o~er

a s11orcar

~ime

span or i t may not be possible

~o

retrieve ail the waste containers.
We recommend that this statement
be updated using current room closure data.
The statement is made on p. B (under 5.3) "Sampl,ing devices and
procedures will be developed to permit sampling of gases within a
filled storage room ...
When will this be done?
Criterion 4 on page B calls for compliance with 40 CFR 191.
the DOE schedule for demonstrating this compliance?

What is

Careless Statements:
There are several statements in this brief
report which are best described as careless.
Following are some
examples.
P. 1. "The decision is currently scheduled to be made by DOE not later
than October. 1993".
The decision on retrieval is to be made 5 years after the first waste
of each kind is emplaced.
Since the RH-TRU and HLW is scheduled to
start arriving in 1989. the retrieval decision can be made by 1994 for
these.
If the dates of arrival of waste slip. the retrieval decision
will also slip.
At any rate. there does not appear to be any need to
close the possibility of retrieval beyond 5 years at this time.
P. 2.

"In doing so. DOE has established a conservative approach ..•• "

NRC requires 50 year retrieval for HLW.
"conservative".

Five years is therefore not

P. 7. "Surface based studies will include seismic monitoring in the
region and hydro.logic monitoring (water quality and water level
surveys) associated with the Environmental Monitoring Program".
This statement reveals an ignorance of current plans for geotechnical
work for determining long-term suitability of the WIPP site.
There
are neither any plans for nor a need of "seismic monitoring".
The
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water qua.lity monitoring is not for determining retrievabi.lity.
However. other studies related to the Rustler. Salado and the Castile
Formations are.
These are not mentioned in the subject report.
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In sun~ary. the report n2eds extens~ve revis~on betore publicacion.
We hope that the final version will clearly answer the questions of

the basis for retrieval. who makes the decision. how and when the
decision(s) wi.11 be made. the detailed plans for retrieval and a
schedule for all these events.
Please call Dr. Lokesh Chaturvedi if
any clarifications to these comments are needed.
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